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Abstract:
This paper presents the study of gold/gold thermocompression bonding at silicon wafer level. The first samples contains sealing rings and electrical pads, and are characterized on pull, and shear test showing bond strength similar to silicon/glass anodic bonding (10MPa-80MPa). A sealed cavity and a piezoresistor on a 30µm-thick silicon membrane are added in the second samples. Helium test, membrane deflection and piezoresistor signal monitoring after aging 14 days at 250°C confirm the vacuum stability inside the cavity after bonding.
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1. Introduction

The use of wafer level packaging for MEMS fabrication offers many benefits as lower cost and higher reliability such as 3D integration, hermeticity and collective fabrication. Several bonding techniques exist to ensure hermeticity of micro-cavities as fusion, eutectic, fritted glass, anodic and thermo-compression. However, when MEMS realization requires also electrical contact through the cavity, thermocompression bonding appears as a good candidate. The use of gold material for the electrical contacts and for the cavity sealing is widespread because of its advantages as very good electrical conductivity, low temperature process and very stable physical properties [1-6]. The present work is focused on the realization and qualification of micro-cavities with electrical contacts using Au/Au thermocompression wafer level bonding. After the description of process flow, test structures and technological bonding parameters, results are given on bonding quality and cavity hermeticity using bond strength measurements and membrane deflection using piezoresistor signal monitoring.

2. Experimental

2.1. Process flow description

The different layers obtained at the end of the process are described on Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. We use 4 inches 500µm thick double-sided polished silicon wafers with 200nm thick thermal SiO2. A 50nm thick TiW diffusion barrier followed by 50nm/500nm thick Ti/Au seed layer is then evaporated before 3µm thick gold electroplating inside photo patterned resin mold in order to define sealing rings and electrical pads. The electroplated gold has low tensile stress (20MPa) and low roughness (20nm). The photoresist mold as well as the seed layers and the diffusion barrier are then chemically etched.

2.2. Equipment and bonding parameters

The wafers alignment as well as the bonding process are done respectively in BA8 and SB6 SUSS Microtech equipment. During alignment, spacers located between the two bonded wafers allow obtaining vacuum inside the cavity (≈ 5.10-3 mbar). The parameters used for bonding were pre-established from the literature as well as by preliminaries experimental pull tests. Just before bonding, surface cleaning is performed using chemical piranha followed by ozone plasma treatment. The temperature and the contact pressure during bonding are set respectively to 420°C and 5.7MPa.
A bonding time of 50 minutes is performed with theses parameters. A 1mm graphite film is used between the upper silicon wafer and the piston of the sealing machine to homogenize the contact pressure.

2.3 Tests structures
Two different tests structures were fabricated for bond strength (Figure 1) and hermeticity (Figure 2) experiments. Each chip has a dimension of 4700µm x 4700µm and 212 chips are distributed on the wafer. The first test structure will be used for pull and shear test in order to evaluate the mechanical strength of the Au/Au bonding. These values will be compared to reference values obtained by silicon/glass anodic bonding. In the second test structure, a piezoresistance is placed on a 30µm thick and 2000µm square silicon membrane in order to qualify the cavity hermeticity by measuring membrane deflection shift over time. Moreover fine leak tests with helium allowed us to characterize the loss of hermeticity after membrane breaking. For both test structures, the width rings was set to 300µm. This value has been selected after mechanical simulations performed with COMSOL software. Also, in each structure, four 400µm square metallic pads have been added all around the cavity in order to simulate the mechanical/electrical impact of electrical contacts in view of designing a future device.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1** Optical view of upper silicon die on the left and cross sectional drawing on the right for bond strength test structure.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Optical view of upper silicon die on the left and crosssectional drawing on the right for hermeticity test structure

3. Results

3.1 Gold interface
In order to assess first the quality of Au/Au interface, we have done a cross section using diamond blade followed by polishing. FIB etching of the Au/Au interface has been also performed in order to remove parasitic burr (Figure 3). SEM observations show that we obtain a good sealing joint without voids or peeling.

![Figure 3](image3.png)
3.2 Bond strength

Four wafers were fabricated with the same bonding conditions described in § 2.1 to assess the reproducibility of the bonding. For each wafer, 20 dies collected from different wafer areas have been used for pull test. The dies were glued between two screws mounted then into the tools of the traction machine. Shear tests were also performed on dies from two wafers to compare the two techniques. Pull tests have been done also on 20 silicon/glass bonded dies. For pull tests, main results are higher than 10MPa with an average of 33MPa and a standard deviation of 18MPa. We can notice a quite high dispersion on bond strength for dies coming from the same wafer. For comparison, average bond strength obtained with silicon/glass anodic bonding is 40MPa with a standard deviation of 5 MPa. We can see that the dispersion obtained with the anodic bonding is also significant. Preliminary analysis have concluded that the strong inhomogeneity in bond strength are related to pull test experiment itself. This conclusion is corroborating with results obtained by shear tests that show less scattered values (average of 32MPa and 6MPa deviation).

In conclusion, we can say that numerous cells with Au/Au thermocompression bonding exhibit bond strength comparable or superior than those obtained with silicon/glass anodic bonding. Despite strong inhomogeneity in bond strength value, the fracture surface analysis shows generally cohesive failure in silicon even with low bond strength value. We can therefore conclude that Au/Au bonding is satisfactory. Bond strength analysis done with pull tests require then enough dies to reduce uncertainty and avoid bad interpretation.

3.3 Hermeticity

The vacuum created inside the cavity during bonding gives a 1 bar differential pressure on the silicon membrane. The membrane deflection is monitored with a mechanical profiler for the different cells on a wafer. It may be noted that 50% of the dies have membranes deflection close to 5 µm (depends on draft measure approximation) that is consistent with simulations. These deflections remained unchanged (shift lower than +/- 0.1µm) after two months under room temperature and atmospheric pressure and after 24 hours thermal cycling (-45°C to 250°C), validating the hermeticity of Au/Au bonding.

He tests under the standard specification were also done. To perform the wafer bonding leakage measurement, some dies with good vacuum have been used after breaking the deflected silicon membrane. The dies have been glued on a special tool connected to vacuum detector equipment (Figure 5). On one side of the sample vacuum has been pump down to 1.10^{-9} mbar, and on the other side, He has been injected. The mean leak measured by He detector was 10^{-8} mbar.l/s for the best dies structure bonded which correspond to an excellent hermeticity.

To monitored the membrane deviation more accurately and ensure the vacuum quality, one piezoresistor has been added on the membrane. The hermeticity reliability has been characterized by
following the response of the piezoresistor after aging at 250°C during 14 days for 6 cells (Figure 6). The piezoresistance shift is lower than 250 ppm for the best cell that correspond to a 75mbar variation inside the cavity.

![Image: Piezoresistor shift after aging 14 days at 250°C for 6 different cells](image)

**Figure 5.** He Hermiticity test on structure 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Number</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R / R$ (ppm)</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>3770</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>1070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Piezoresistor shift after aging 14 days at 250°C for 6 different cells

### 4. Conclusion

Even if pull tests are often used for the qualification of bond strength, this technique don’t give reproducible results. Monitoring the bond strength value by this technique is then not a relevant parameter to assess accurately the bonding quality. However the hermeticity of micro-cavities fabricated with Au/Au thermocompression bonding has been validated thanks to direct silicon membrane deflection monitoring and also by following the value of a piezoresistor embedded on the membrane. The validation has been performed for a 2 months duration at room temperature and atmospheric pressure and for 24 hours thermal cycling (-45°C to 250°C). In addition, He leak rate confirmed the good hermeticity inside the cavity of the bonded dies.
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